“UVUE” Drive Recorders
Why you and your customers will to love our Range!
Drive Recorder’s or Dash Cam’s as they are often called are certainly the ‘buzz’ product at the moment.
You will often see footage on the news of an incident filmed by someone driving along who happened to
capture the accident. Finally, a product customers ask for and we are here to help!
It will become paramount that we can explain and demonstrate the difference between ‘cheapy’ versions
available and our quality systems.
Customer and dealer service
We will always be available to answer you and your customers questions, give advice and deliver service
where needed. When you sell a new model we will show you how to operate the unit and erase existing
recordings for confident vehicle hand overs.
Our whole range has a 3 Year warranty!
Like anything made by man, they can fail. To keep your customers happy our warranty is simple, no
gimmicks replacement.
Quality image sensors and lenses
So recordings are clear, sharp and bright all our units offer top quality HD and/or FHD image sensors from
companies like Sony and Panasonic.
GPS is standard in our units
This is useful when you need to prove where you were or prove where you were not (speeding camera).
Professionally Installed NOT DIY
Our units are all professionally installed and hard wired in so they as much as possible a part of the car.
Quality 3M tapes are used for reliable mounting.
Personalise Your Settings
Our cameras feature many programmable features so customers can personalise their drive recorder
installation.
Complete Instructions
All units come with either a quality detailed colour instruction booklet or instructions built into the smart
phone app.
Memory card adaptors
USB and card slot adaptors are supplied to view the footage on a PC or Mac. Your customers do not need
to purchase anything else, our kit is complete!
Use it for Good!
It is a myth that the footage needs to be in FHD to be admissible in court. In fact, if you can read the
number plate, it can be used. The fact that our units all have GPS and date stamp/time helps with this as
well – proves location and time of event. A little VIC Pol fact, in 99% of cases, the footage is enough.
Cheap internet and bulk store product
Bulk store and eBay products are made down to a price with everyone wanting to be the cheapest. Our
units offer better quality images, longer life spans, no warranty hassles and classier installations.

